
Zeus Cordeiro, Full Stack Developer

Tampa, United States, 813-344-6632, zeus.cordeiro@gmail.com

L I N K S Github, Linkenin, Portfolio

P R O F I L E Full Stack Developer with nearly a decade of management experience in the hospitality industry and an ever 
growing interest to learn new technologies. A problem solver comfortable working in fast paced environments, 
dedicated to accomplishing goals and completing projects in the most detailed and efficient manner possible.

E M P L OY M E N T  H I S TO RY

Jul 2014 — Oct 2022 General Manager, Coppertail Brewing Co Tampa 

Oversaw the expansion and completion of a 5,500 square foot tasting room across two levels was effectively 
executed. Proficiently managed and supervised a team of seven managers and over 60 personnel, guaranteeing 
the smooth operation of the facility and ensuring consistently favorable outcomes. The scope of responsibilities 
encompassed the meticulous planning and successful execution of large-scale events through collaboration with 
various departments and external vendors, along with the implementation of effective communication strategies 
to foster growth, training and leadership development among team members.

Jan 2012 — Jul 2014 Bartender, Cigar City Brewing Tampa

Maintained a pristine and organized environment for guests to enjoy, ensuring an extraordinary guest experience 
with exceptional customer service. Contributed to a consistent stream of repeat clientele for the brewery tasting 
room by relying on acute attention to detail and adept problem-solving skills.

E D U C AT I O N

Oct 2022 — Apr 2023 Full Stack Development Certificate, UCF Orlando

An intensive program focused on HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Node.js, MySQL, MongoDB, Express, and React.

S K I L L S HTML

CSS

JavaScript

Node.js

Express

SQL

MySQL

MongoDB

React

Next.js

P R O J E C T S Knowledge-Hub https://shielded-thicket-93184.herokuapp.com/

A learning management system that provides a centralized platform for educators to 
create course materials.

Responsible for assisting in the backend definitions of all models. Lead the 
Assignments feature and co-lead the Quizzes feature. Heavily responsible for 
frontend layout, by creating lading page and several other page layouts. 

MongoDB, Express, React, Node.js, GraphQL, Apollo, JsonWebToken, Mongoose, 
Quilljs

Study Timer https://study-timer-psi.vercel.app/

This is a pomodoro style timer made to help the user focus while studying and 
working. Users can adjust the times to better suit their needs.

Built this project from scratch. Wanted a project to be able to use on a daily basis and 
continue to build on with new technologies.

HTML, CSS, Javascript, Tailwind CSS, Node.js, Express

https://github.com/Zcordeiro%20
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zeus-cordeiro
https://zeuscordeiro.com

